Ireland’s leading trailer supplier of the equine, agricultural and building industries
West-WoodTrailers was established in 1969. Over that period the company has grown to be one of the largest trailer companies in Ireland and represents the largest trailer manufacturer in Europe, being Ifor WilliamsTrailers Ltd. We offer our customers a large range of trailers with over 40 models to choose from which can be viewed at our extensive showrooms in Naas, Co. Kildare.

Our product range includes Livestock, Horse, General Purpose, Plant, Flatbed, BoxVans and Domestic Trailers as well as Tippers, Horsebox Containers and pick-up canopies, together with an extensive range of extras and accessories to suit each varied model.

West-Wood also manufacture to customer specifications as we currently manufacture for local authorities, County Councils and Department of Defence. All trailers conform to EU Braking and Lighting Standards.

Ifor Williams’ dedication in investment in New Technology and materials ensures that all trailers manufactured continue to exceed expectations of customers. We know that quality, strength, value and ease of maintenance are of vital importance. That’s why Ifor Williams have made them the driving force behind everything they do.
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Company Philosophy
From the very beginning West-Wood’s philosophy has always been to put the customer first. We above all try to ensure that every customer we deal with is 100% satisfied and if there is any problem, whether large or small, we have always tried to resolve it to the best of our ability to the customer’s satisfaction.

We have worked very hard and continue to do so to build on our very good reputation for looking after our valued customers. Remember we are not just here to sell and distribute trailers, we’re also here to make friends.

We feel strongly that our continued growth over the years has been down to offering our customers a large range of high quality trailers followed by an excellent back up and after sales service.

Our aim is to continue to strive to be the very best at what we do, constantly looking for ways to improve how we do things and in turn offering an even better service to you.

The company’s philosophy is to supply high quality trailers that combine high technology with strength, durability, ease of maintenance and value for money.
New Horsebox Range

HB403 Deluxe Single / Mare & Foal
Shown in graphite with sliding windows & wheel trims

HB506 Deluxe Double
Shown in blue with wheel trims

HB506 Deluxe Double
Shown in red with sliding windows & wheel trims

HB506 Deluxe Double
Shown in black with wheel trims

HB511 Large Deluxe Double
Shown in silver with alloy wheels

HB511 Large Deluxe Double
Shown in silver with alloy wheels

HB610 Extra Large Jumbo Deluxe
Shown in green with sliding windows

HB610 Extra Large Jumbo Deluxe
Shown in blue with sliding windows

Tack Box on wheels

Tack Box door mounted
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Car Transporter & Tilt Bed Range

CT136 13'1" x 6'1" Single Axle Car Transporter
Shown with wheel chocks & spare wheel as standard

CT136 13'1" x 6'1" Twin Axle Car Transporter
Shown with wheel chocks & spare wheel as standard

CT177 16'9" x 6'2" Twin Axle Car Transporter
Shown with optional winch

CT166G 16' x 6'6" Twin Axle Tilt Bed
Shown without optional dropsides

CT166G 16' x 6'6" Twin Axle Tilt Bed
Shown without optional dropsides in loading position
Livestock Trailers

Our unique understanding of the agricultural community allow us to deliver the highest quality products and contribute to the protection of this precious way of life. Take a look at any of the features of our livestock trailers. You'll find that practicality, safety and reliability are paramount to us.
**Deck System.**

**Easy Load Fold-up**

- **Sheep Deck.**
- **or without Fold-up Hydraulic Livestock Trailer available with TA510G 12’x5’10”x6’H.**

**Trailers.** You’ll find that practicality, safety and reliability contribute to the protection of this precious way of life. Take a look at any of the features of our livestock trailers. Our unique understanding of the agricultural community is paramount to us.

Available in 10’, 12’ and 14’ models. (Extension gates optional extra).

- **TA5G 12’x5’x6’H Livestock Trailer.** (Available with or without Fold-up Sheep Deck).
  - 175x16 or 650x16 10ply Michelin wheel equipment. Available in 10’ and 12’ models.

- **TA510G 12’x5’10”x6’H Livestock Trailer.** (Available with or without Fold-up Sheep Deck).
  - 175x16 or 650x16 10ply Michelin wheel equipment. Available in 10’, 12’ and 14’ models. (Extension gates optional extra).

- **TA510G 14’x5’10”x6’H Livestock Trailer.**
  - (Available with or without Fold-up Sheep Deck).
  - 12’ model 175x16 or 650x16 10ply Michelin. 14’ model 175x16 or 650x16 10ply Michelin. 14’ model Tri-axle only 175x16 wheel equipment.

- **DP12G 12’x 6’6” Dual Purpose Livestock Trailer.** (Wheel underneath/removable container. Available with removable Low Loading Drop Sides as an optional extra). With or without Fold-up Sheep Deck.

- **DP12G 12’x6’6” Dual Purpose Livestock Trailer.** (Wheel underneath/removable container. Available with no Deck or Fold-up Sheep Decks. Cattle dividing gate optional extra.)

- **TAS10G 12’x5’10”x7’ High Headroom Horse & Livestock Trailer.**
  - Available with or without Fold-up Sheep Deck. (Centre horse partition optional extra).
General Duty Builder’s Trailers

The GD 4-series, 5-series and 6-series general purpose trailers have been designed from the ground up to withstand the rigours of the construction industry. All models have fixed headboard and sides, with the choice of a drop tailboard or a loading ramp. Chassis, framework and panels are galvanized for maximum durability. The platform is hard wearing resin-coated high density plywood. All models have a range of accessories which can be added, to enhance the use of the trailer.

GD84G Twin Axle 8’x4’ General Duty Trailer. 2700kg gross capacity. (Optional High Mesh Sides and Rear Ramp as shown).

GD84G Single Axle General Duty Trailer. 1350kg gross capacity. (Available in GD64G 6’ x 4’). EU braked trailer.

GD84G Twin Axle 8’x4’ General Duty Trailer. 2700kg gross capacity. (Available in Single Axle as above). Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

GD85G Twin Axle 8’x5’ General Duty Trailer. 2700kg gross capacity. (Optional Ladder Rack as shown). Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

GD105G 10’x5’ General Duty Trailer. 2700kg gross capacity. Shown (with optional High Loading Ramp). Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

All our trailers are fitted as standard with a heavy-duty Beam Axle and leaf springs. All bearings used are maintenance free and sealed for life, unique to Ifor Williams Trailers. This gives extra strength for robust use and dealing with Irish road conditions.

CT166G 16’ x 6’6” Tilt Bed Trailer. 3500kg gross capacity (Available with Removable Dropsides with 15” high rear ramp as standard or 3ft Rear Ramp as shown).
The GD 4-series, 5-series and 6-series general purpose trailers have been designed from the ground up to withstand the rigours of the construction industry. All models have fixed headboard and sides, with the choice of a drop tailboard or a loading ramp. Chassis, framework and panels are galvanized for maximum durability. The platform is hard wearing resin-coated high density plywood. All models have a range of accessories which can be added, to enhance the use of the trailer.

GD84G Twin Axle 8’x4’ General Duty Trailer. 2700kg gross capacity. (Available in Single Axle as above). Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

GD84GT A 8’x 4’ Mini Plant Trailer. (10” High sides/Steel mudguards. 2700kg Gross Capacity. Includes High Ramp, Bucket Stand and Rear Prop Stands as standard).

GD106GM 10’x5’ 7” Maxi Plant Trailer. (16” High sides/Plastic mudguards. 3500kg Gross Capacity. Includes High Ramp, Bucket Stand and Rear Prop Stands as standard).

GD126GM 12’x5’ 7” Maxi Plant Trailer. 3500kg gross capacity. 650x16 10 ply Michelin Wheel Equipment. (16” High sides/Plastic mudguards. Includes High Ramp, Bucket Stand and Rear Prop Stands as standard).

CT166G 16’ x6’6” Tilt Bed Trailer. 3500kg gross capacity (Available with Removable Dropsides with 15” high rear ramp as standard or 3ft Rear Ramp as shown).

All our trailers are fitted as standard with a heavy-duty Beam Axle and leaf springs. All bearings used are maintenance free and sealed for life, unique to Ifor Williams Trailers. This gives extra strength for robust use and dealing with Irish road conditions.
Commercia Low Loading Trailers

Designed and built for the professional use, these flat-beds are trailers you can depend on to do the job week in week out, reliably and safely. High strength and durability are essential requirements for this type of product and have been the mainstay of the design policy. We recognise that it is tough out there! The chassis are hot-dip galvanised with heavy duty beam axle, parabolic leaf springs and seal-for-life bearings are standard on all models.

TT105G 10’x 5’ 6” Tipping Trailer. 3500kg gross capacity. Electric model. (Shown with High Mesh Sides). Fitted with alloy floor and ladder rack as standard on this model.

LM105G 10’x 5’ 6” Low Loading Trailer. 2600kg or 3500kg gross capacity. Similar to above without tipping mechanism.

Customer’s can view our extensive trailer range at our showroom in Naas.

LM125G 12’x 5’ 6” Low Loading Trailer . 2600kg gross capacity (available in 3500kg gross capacity). Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

LM146G 14’x 6’ 6” Low Loading Trailer. 3500kg gross capacity. Available in 10’, 12’, 14’, 16’ and 18’ models. Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

LM186G 18’x 6’ 6” Low Loading Trailer. 3500kg Tri-axle gross capacity. Available in 14’, 16’ and 18’ models. Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

LT/LM85G Low Loading Trailer. 2000kg, 2600kg and 3500kg gross capacity. (Available with optional ladder rack shown). Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

TT105G 10’x 5’ 6” Tipping Trailer. 3500kg gross capacity. Electric model. (Shown with High Mesh Sides). Fitted with alloy floor and ladder rack as standard on this model.

LM105G 10’x 5’ 6” Low Loading Trailer. 2600kg or 3500kg gross capacity. Similar to above without tipping mechanism.

Customer’s can view our extensive trailer range at our showroom in Naas.

LT/LM85G Low Loading Trailer. 2000kg, 2600kg and 3500kg gross capacity. (Available with optional ladder rack shown). Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

LM105G 10’x 5’ 6” Low Loading Trailer. 2600kg gross capacity (available in 3500kg gross capacity). Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

TT105G 10’x 5’ 6” Tipping Trailer. 3500kg gross capacity. Electric model. (Shown with High Mesh Sides). Fitted with alloy floor and ladder rack as standard on this model.

LM105G 10’x 5’ 6” Low Loading Trailer. 2600kg or 3500kg gross capacity. Similar to above without tipping mechanism.

Customer’s can view our extensive trailer range at our showroom in Naas.

LM146G 14’x 6’ 6” Low Loading Trailer. 3500kg gross capacity. Available in 10’, 12’, 14’, 16’ and 18’ models. Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.

LM186G 18’x 6’ 6” Low Loading Trailer. 3500kg Tri-axle gross capacity. Available in 14’, 16’ and 18’ models. Full range of accessories can be added to this trailer.
Tipping and Beaver Tail Trailers

The Tipping Trailer range has been designed from the ground up to withstand the rigours of the construction industry. Chassis, framework and panels are galvanized for maximum durability. The platform is hard wearing resin-coated high density plywood on 8' models and alloy floor on 10' and 12' models as standard.
P6e Domestic Trailers
Small trailers for serious work

All P6e models are available with a range of various combinations. They include the standard open trailer with the option of a rear loading ramp, mesh sides or canopy. The canopy can be closed in with a rear lockable solid panel or ramp can be fitted suitable for small livestock. The body panels of the P6e are formed from the same thickness galvanised steel used on all plant and commercial ranges. This is also true of the 18mm thick high density plywood platform with a tough, waterproof resin coating on both sides. The drawbar and axle beam are hot-dipped galvanised steel.
Box Van Trailers

P6e Domestic Trailers
Small trailers for serious work
All P6e models are available with a range of various combinations. They include the standard open trailer with the option of a rear loading ramp, mesh sides or canopy. The canopy can be closed in with a rear lockable solid panel or ramp can be fitted suitable for small livestock. The body panels of the P6e are formed from the same thickness galvanised steel used on all plant and commercial ranges. This is also true of the 18mm thick high density plywood platform with a tough, waterproof resin coating on both sides. The drawbar and axle beam are hot-dipped galvanised steel.

P6e 6'6'' x 4' Galvanised Car Trailer with aluminum canopy. Fitted with lockable rear solid panel. 500kg gross capacity (On balloon flotation wheels).

P6e 6'6'' x 4' Galvanised Car Trailer with high loading ramp and mesh sides. 500kg gross capacity (On balloon flotation wheels). For on or off-road use.

P6e 6'6'' x 4' Galvanised Car Trailer Open, low tail board. 500kg gross capacity (On balloon flotation wheels). For on or off road use.

P6e 6'6'' x 4' Galvanised Car Trailer with canopy. 500kg Gross Capacity (Available with ramp as shown or hinged closed panel back as above).

Box Van Trailers

BV84G 8' x 4' x 5' Box Van 2700kg Gross
Choice of roller shutter or ramp/door combination

BV85G 8' x 5' x 6' Box Van 2700kg Gross
Choice of roller shutter or ramp/door combination

BV105G 10' x 5' x 6' Box Van 2700kg Gross
Choice of roller shutter or ramp/door combination

BV126G 12' x 5'10" x 7' Box Van 3500kg Gross
Choice of roller shutter or ramp/door combination

Rear Door Options Available

Roller Shutter  Van Doors  Ramp / Door Combination
Delivering a professional service at all times

With over 30 years experience and sales into the Irish market, we have built up a large customer base who are continuing to use Ifor Williams Trailers. This enables us to provide an excellent after sales and spare parts delivery service.

Spare Parts (48 Hour Nationwide Delivery Service)
We carry in stock up to 400,000 component parts at all times with over 2000 different components. Our parts team are on call everyday to handle all parts sales and queries over the counter and by phone. All stocked parts ordered are delivered to your door within 48 Hrs Nationwide.

Service/Repair Maintenance of Trailers
Our team of qualified mechanics have a large bed of knowledge and experience as 95% of their daily work involves servicing and repairing Ifor Williams Trailers. This experience enables them to know inside out the mechanical workings of all the models in the Ifor Williams range and the knowledge to carry out all work to a very high standard.

Speed of Service
With a large team of mechanics and all parts on the shelf, this enables trailers for service or repair to be turned around quickly, usually within a day or two, depending on the work involved. It is advisable to book in advance your trailer for service or repair with our parts department.

Repair and services estimates
We offer free of charge on all jobs before they commence a report on what needs to be done to the trailer, with an exact quotation.
Spare parts and maintenance service

With a large volume of trailers sold into the Irish market over the last thirty years, the need for a good after sales and spare parts facility has steadily grown. We endeavour to meet and surpass our service levels on spare parts stocked which are same day dispatch on all orders received before 1pm each day. Westwood Trailers as a company is large enough to meet the demands of its customers, but small enough to care, offering a personal one-to-one service. Our philosophy is that we are not just in business to sell trailers, but also to make friends. We like to treat people the same way we would like to be treated ourselves. This helps to build on our reputation and give complete customer satisfaction.

Like any vehicle, wear and tear, mishaps and accidents will occasionally happen. That's why our in house repair and rebuild facility and workshop offer a complete maintenance service. From basic repairs, refittings, replacement of broken parts to more complex re-build and complete overhaul of trailers, our team of dedicated fitters and mechanics ensure that every trailer is fully roadworthy and up to EU braking and lighting regulations.

As in our sales and service support area, we at Westwood Trailers ensure only the highest level of repair, maintenance and expertise at all time. We value the support and loyalty of our customers and work hard to bring you only the best service possible.